
East Campus HouseComm 

10/22/14 
 

All halls are here. 

 

Continuation of GIH Discussion 
Pheobe: We brought this up last time, but there weren’t very many people. We ostensibly implemented 

gender-inclusive housing this semester, which means you can room with anyone you want, regardless of 

gender, but since we don’t have many doubles, it didn’t affect the housing process much. Are there any 

freshman here who can comment on their experience with rooming / the clarity of the form? 

lytle: It was pretty clear. I stapled because I think it’s important to know your roommate ahead of time 

and choose one yourself. 

Pheobe: It’s important to know your roommate ahead of time for GIH or in general? 

lytle: In general, it’s important to know your roommate ahead of time. 

nibr: can you clarify what you think GIH clearly means? 

lytle: you’re not obligated to room with someone who is biologically female if you’re biologically female, 

and you’re not obligated to room with someone who is biologically male if you’re biologically male. 

Jes: Sounds like same opinions as last time. 

maggierf: I didn’t know GIH was a thing until I read it on the form as I was filling it out. Maybe introduce 

it earlier so people can think of it? 

Jes: for context, GIH is coming to all of campus next semester. 

lytle: except for McCormick 

 

Talbotcomm Follow Up 
yonadav: People interested in doing stuff in Talbot met about an hour ago. People suggested changing 

the furniture, setting up a more robust music system, and painting murals on the walls. We made a 

spreadsheet that will be emailed out. At the end, we had interested people follow up on each of these. 

Jes: for now, Talbotcomm is a standing comm. 

 

Hall Chair Boards 
Halls, please send Steven a list of all the hall chairs you can remember for roughly the past decade, or as 

far as you remember. 



2015 Mugs 
There are free MIT steins being handled out. There’ll be a bunch of free ones outside the UA office at 

noon on Friday. Go get some for Talbot. 

 

 

Pumpkin drop is in a week and a half on Saturday night. 

 

Jes: OK, housecomm is done. Please stay in Talbot and talk to each other and make Talbot a community. 

Don’t die in the storm. 

jisenhar: Wow, the purpleness of Talbot just gives me a feeling of together-ness and belonging. It makes 

me want to watch a movie on our extremely expensive projector and tiny crappy computer speakers. 

 


